
Market Overview
The year 2022 marked the end of an era of low inflation and loose
monetary policy, which began at the end of the 2008 global financial
crisis. Added into the mix of last year were the deglobalizing effects of
the Russia-Ukraine conflict, intensifying rivalry between the US and
China, and delayed reopening in Asia—all of which meaningfully
worsened supply chain constraints and fueled inflation. Overall, global
central banks had to put through bigger and faster interest-rate
increases than initially anticipated as they tried to contain the risk of a
wage-price spiral. The rise in interest rates—rather than earnings
growth—was the dominant driver of equity returns in 2022. Equities
derated significantly, with the MSCI EAFE Index’s next 12 months’ P/E
declining from 15x at the beginning of the year to 12x as the rising
yields drove the cost of equity higher. This is the primary reason why,
despite the projected earnings decline of only 4% for the MSCI EAFE
in FY:22, the index saw a much larger decline of 14.45% in 2022.

Along the same vein, this is also why, in the fourth quarter of the year,
the MSCI EAFE saw positive returns of 17.34%, despite a looming
slowdown in the global economy. We began to see softer inflation
numbers in the quarter, and equities markets rallied in anticipation of
the end of restrictive monetary policy. The notable exception in the
global deceleration in rate hikes is Japan—a notable outlier all year—
as the Bank of Japan (BoJ) is the only major central bank in the world
to maintain a stimulatory monetary policy. In the last days of 2022, the
BoJ finally signaled a shift to a more hawkish stance and will likely
begin tightening in 2023.

Fund Performance
Overall, the MSCI EAFE declined by 14.45% in 2022. All sectors in
the index apart from energy recorded declines, and sectors with high
valuations and long-duration assets, notably technology, performed
the worst because of the aforementioned interest-rate dynamics.
Traditionally defensive sectors—such as consumer staples and
healthcare—also saw declines. On a regional basis, Hong Kong,
Switzerland and Germany were the worst-performing markets, with
weak sentiment around the latter two being linked to the European
energy crisis. The UK was the best-performing major market, thanks
to its large concentration of nondomestic earnings and a weak British
pound.

For the 12 months to December 2022, the Concentrated
International Growth Portfolio declined and underperformed its
benchmark. This relative underperformance was driven in part by our
overweight to the technology sector and our underweight to energy,

which gained almost 50% in the year. We do not typically find high-
quality, long-term growers in the energy sector, and our structural
underweight has served us very well over the years (but certainly did
not in 2022). We can say the same for the materials sector in
international indices—which typically contains commodity-based
businesses—because of an underlying floating price as opposed to
secular growth dynamics. These sectors taken in aggregate account
for 300 basis points of the year’s performance drag. Larger than that
is the lag from the industrial and technology sectors, which make up
approximately half the performance deficit. This performance strongly
links to the rate dynamic described above, and this rotation opened up
largely in the first quarter and remained open for the rest of 2022.
Lastly, we did have instances in Alstom, adidas and KION Group,
where the earnings of these businesses went against us. In each of
these cases we took action—either exiting the holding or gaining
conviction to add more to it—but as we look ahead to 2023, we will
aim to improve the “controllables,” which are the earnings forecasts of
these companies. Another way we have been approaching this is by
bringing in names that bolster the resilience of the Fund, such as Novo
Nordisk and Eurofins.

Turning to the fourth quarter, the Fund increased but underperformed
the benchmark. All sectors in the index were positive for the quarter,
with the rally being led by financials, materials and energy, as
investors adopted a more procyclical footing. The communication-
services sector was the worst-performing sector on a relative basis
but still delivered gains in the quarter. On a regional basis, the Hong
Kong market performed strongly in the quarter, helped by hopes of
China’s reopening. European markets also gained, as fears of severe
energy shortages subsided.

Top detractors from absolute performance for the quarter were
adidas, Teleperformance and Sea. Leading sportwear manufacturer
adidas detracted amid ongoing lockdowns in China and a
deteriorating consumer picture in its key Western markets.
Teleperformance, the global customer experience services leader,
detracted following reports of an investigation in Colombia into
working conditions in the company’s content moderation business
there. Following detailed interactions with the company, we are
satisfied that any issues are localized and believe that the market
reaction has created a compelling buying opportunity. Sentiment
around Sea, the consumer internet company, continued to be under
pressure in the quarter, despite a bounce following its better-than-
anticipated results. There is uncertainty surrounding where the
gaming business will settle post-COVID. We remain cautiously
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constructive on Sea, particularly given the strong momentum in its
e-commerce business.

The leading contributors to absolute performance for the quarter
were AIA Group, Alstom and Genmab. AIA, Asia’s leading insurer,
contributed on hopes that pent-up demand for offshore financial
products from mainland China would be released with the ending of
China’s zero-COVID policy. Alstom, the leading global rail original
equipment manufacturer, reported results ahead of expectations that
led to a reversal of investor sentiment after weakness earlier in the
year related to its 2021 acquisition of Bombardier. We see
considerable further upside in Alstom as the company begins to fully
extract the benefits of the acquisition, particularly on profit margins.
Danish biotechnology company Genmab filed for FDA approval on a
drug for blood cancers following promising trial data, while strong
sales elsewhere in the company’s businesses prompted a guidance
upgrade.

Outlook
With most central banks beginning to slow the pace of their rate hikes,
we believe that the market will refocus on earnings growth in 2023.
As the impact of monetary policy tightening continues to flow through,
growth is likely to be both lower and harder to come by. We expect
several major economies to enter an earnings recession in 2023, with
the key unknowns being how long and how deep the recession will be.

As things stand, we think the world will be able to avoid a deep
recession: we are entering 2023 with the global economy in relatively
good shape, despite the strong inflationary headwinds and credit
tightening faced in 2022. In the fourth quarter, Japan benefited from
the reopening of the economy, and its unemployment rate is low and
still declining. Even in Europe, where the economic impact of the
Russia-Ukraine conflict has been most acutely felt, the economy is
tracking better than expected. The European Union eked out positive
growth of 0.2% quarter on quarter in the third quarter, and both
corporate and consumer sentiment appears to have bottomed as the
continent sustained a sufficient gas supply to avoid rationing.

In Asia, we expect to see the last leg of the global COVID reopening
play out in 2023, which will go some way to offset slowing growth in
Western economies. The key driver will be the reopening of the
world’s second-largest economy, China, at long last. We are
cautiously optimistic that the Chinese economy can accelerate in

2023 after an initial period of disruption from the rapid reopening.
Pent-up demand is high, with China’s retail sales 20% below pre-
pandemic trends. The country has high excess savings and low
inflation, and the government is showing a renewed focus on
economic growth. Within the Fund, companies such as AIA, LVMH
Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton and Yum China should see direct
benefits from a reopened Chinese economy. We also expect positive
spillover effects from China’s reopening on other countries that have
exposure through tourism and trade; holdings such as Samsonite and
KOSÉ should also benefit. Both emerging markets and Chinese
assets are under-owned at the moment, and China’s reopening—the
pace, sequencing and orderliness of it—will be key for 2023. To the
upside, an earlier reopening leads to a faster growth rebound in 2023.
To the downside, higher COVID fatalities, run-on hospitalizations and
greater production downtime will lead to a prolonged drag on the
economy.

Though inflation has likely peaked in 2022, in 2023 we believe that it
will still be higher than the circa 2% inflation that the world has been
accustomed to over the past decade. Thus, for many corporates,
inflationary forces will continue to be a meaningful drag on profits in
2023. China’s reopening could put additional upside pressure on
global inflation, and energy prices will be a key determinant on the
inflation trajectory in 2023. Indeed, more persistent than expected
inflation is the biggest downside risk to the duration and depth of the
recession we expect to see. Overall, we do think the path of equity
markets in 2023 will be mapped by that interplay between earnings,
recession risks, inflation levels and global rates settling out.

Against the backdrop described above, we continue to lean into
companies that have defensive qualities and strong pricing power,
which can counter the twin threats of an economic slowdown and
inflation. We are optimistic that, if the Fund is able to deliver positive
earnings growth in 2023, in a world where growth will be scarce, we
should be rewarded with strong investment performance
correspondingly.

Please don’t hesitate to reach out should you have questions about
your account or our views. Wishing you a happy and prosperous new
year.

Best regards,

Dev Chakrabarti
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PORTFOLIO INFORMATION

Class Ticker Inception Date

A CIAGX 4/15/15

C CICGX 4/15/15

Advisor CIGYX 4/15/15

Portfolio Characteristics Portfolio Benchmark1

Total Number of Holdings 36 793

P/E Ratio (Stock Price/Earnings; last 12
mo) 29.47x 13.68x~

Forward P/E Ratio (2023) 19.69x 12.04x

ROE (Return on Equity; next 12 mo) 13.73% 13.16%

Weighted Market Cap ($ Billions) 75.8 75.6

EPS (Earnings per Share) Growth Rate
(2023/2022) 20.17% 7.98%

EPS Growth (5 yr history) 11.85% 11.73%

Sales Growth (5 yr history) 13.27% 5.51%

Portfolio Statistics

Beta (3 yr)2 1.02

Sharpe Ratio (3 yr)3 -0.23

Standard Deviation (3 yr)4 22.32

Alpha (3 yr)5 -4.79

Top Ten Holdings6

Company Sector
AIA Group Ltd. Financials 4.16%

LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis
Vuitton Consumer Discretionary 4.12

HDFC Bank Ltd. Financials 3.91

Nestle SA Consumer Staples 3.87

Compass Group PLC Consumer Discretionary 3.79

Pan Pacific Intl Holdings Consumer Discretionary 3.74

Genmab A/S Healthcare 3.66

Ashtead Group PLC Industrials 3.57

Asahi Group Holdings Ltd. Consumer Staples 3.54

Lonza Group AG Healthcare 3.34

Sector Breakdown6 Portfolio Benchmark1

Industrials 17.07% 15.06%

Consumer Discretionary 16.92 11.12

Healthcare 15.50 13.55

Consumer Staples 15.20 10.47

Information Technology 14.20 7.81

Financials 12.70 18.66

Communication Services 3.13 4.46

Materials 2.27 7.80

Energy — 4.95

Utilities — 3.48

Real Estate — 2.63

Other 3.01 –

Top Five Contributors7

AIA Group Ltd.

Alstom

Genmab A/S

Novo Nordisk A/S

LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis
Vuitton

Top Five Detractors7

Adidas AG

Teleperformance SE

Sea Ltd.

Worldline SA

Lonza Group AG

1 MSCI EAFE Index (net).
2 Beta measures a fund’s volatility relative to its benchmark.
3 Sharpe Ratio is a measure of the fund’s return relative to the investment risk it has taken. A higher Sharpe Ratio means the fund’s returns have been better given the level of risk the fund has

taken.
4 Standard Deviation is a measure of the dispersion of a portfolio’s return from its mean.
5 Alpha is the risk-adjusted measurement of ‘excess return’ over the benchmark.
6 Holdings are expressed as a percentage of total investments and may vary over time. They are provided for informational purposes only and should not be deemed as a recommendation to

buy or sell the securities mentioned.
7 Contribution based on absolute returns as of quarter end.
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QUARTERLY AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL RETURNS AS OF 12/31/22: ADVISOR CLASS PERFORMANCE

QTD YTD 1 Yr 3 Yrs 5 Yrs 10 Yrs
Since

Inception
Expense Ratios
as of 10/31/22

Concentrated Intl Growth Portfolio† 13.50% -30.89% -30.89% -4.31% -0.25% — 2.22% Gross 0.87%

MSCI EAFE Index (net) 17.34 -14.45 -14.45 0.87 1.54 — 2.94
Net‡ —

Morningstar Foreign Large Growth Category 13.77 -25.29 -25.29 0.04 2.11 — 3.24

The performance shown above represents past performance and does not guarantee future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the
performance information shown. You may obtain performance information current to the most recent month-end by visiting www.abfunds.com. The
investment return and principal value of an investment in the Portfolio will fluctuate, so that your shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than
their original cost. Advisor Class shares have no front-end or contingent deferred sales charges, however when purchased through a financial advisor
additional fees may apply. Returns for other share classes will vary due to different charges and expenses. Performance assumes reinvestment of
distributions and does not account for taxes. If applicable, high double-digit returns are highly unusual and cannot be sustained; such returns are primarily
achieved during favorable market conditions.
† The Fund’s Advisor Class share inception date is 4/15/15 and is the date used to calculate since inception annualized performance.
‡ If applicable, this reflects the Adviser’s contractual waiver of a portion of its advisory fee and/or reimbursement of a portion of the Fund’s operating

expenses. Absent reimbursements or waivers, performance would have been lower.
MSCI EAFE (Europe, Australasia, Far East) Index (free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted) represents the equity market performance of developed markets, excluding the US and
Canada. Net index reflects the reinvestment of dividends. MSCI makes no express or implied warranties or representations, and shall have no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data
contained herein. The MSCI data may not be further redistributed or used as a basis for other indices, any securities or financial products. This report is not approved, reviewed or produced by
MSCI.
Investors cannot invest directly in indices or averages, and their performance does not reflect fees and expenses or represent the performance of any AB fund.
Sources: FactSet, Morningstar Inc. and AB.

A WORD ABOUT RISK
Market Risk: The market values of the portfolio’s holdings rise and fall from day to day, so investments may lose value. Foreign (Non-US) Risk: Non-US securities
may be more volatile because of political, regulatory, market and economic uncertainties associated with such securities. Fluctuations in currency exchange rates may
negatively affect the value of the investment or reduce returns. These risks are magnified in emerging or developing markets. Capitalization Size Risk (Small/Mid):
Small- and mid-cap stocks are often more volatile than large-cap stocks—smaller companies generally face higher risks due to their limited product lines, markets

and financial resources. Diversification/Focused Portfolio Risk: Portfolios that hold a smaller number of securities may be more volatile than more diversified
portfolios, since gains or losses from each security will have a greater impact on the portfolio’s overall value. Sector/Industry Risk: Investing a substantial amount of
assets in fewer economic sectors may be more volatile than more diversified strategies. Economic or market conditions affecting a particular sector could have a
major impact on the portfolio’s value.

AllianceBernstein Investments, Inc. (ABI) is the distributor of the AB family of mutual funds. ABI is a member of FINRA and is an affiliate of
AllianceBernstein L.P., the Adviser of the funds. The [A/B] logo is a registered service mark of AllianceBernstein and AllianceBernstein is a
registered service mark used by permission of the owner, AllianceBernstein L.P. © 2023 AllianceBernstein L.P. www.abfunds.com
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